Dolly Lenz
What a billion yuan buys

Cool climate
Interest from foreign buyers is increasing –
inquiries, showings, you name it. The northern
summer, normally a lacklustre time for real
estate sees lots of activity, and real estate brokers
couldn’t be happier.
The narrow vote for Brexit rocked financial
markets and the luxury real estate sector was
not immune. High-end homes in London,
already challenged by higher taxes imposed to
suppress overheated demand, are facing a new
test. Uncertainty, the true nemesis of any
market, but especially the luxury sector, is now
cemented in people’s minds.
The impact may be felt far and wide. Other
major cities that compete with London for
investment dollars such as Hong Kong and
Sydney could see an upswing in demand. For the
US, already benefiting from its safe haven status
among foreign buyers motivated by a need for
capital preservation, Brexit may be the shot in
the arm to boost a cooling US market.
Over the first six months of 2016, activity in
some of the hottest US markets has eased. San
Francisco, Miami and New York City have seen
a large increase in new development with many
more units coming to market. The added
inventory has increased buyer choice and forced
developers to negotiate better terms including
price. In fact, some projects are being shelved,
reworked, or are being offered as rentals. The
anecdotal evidence shows owners needing to sell
have become flexible on pricing, both in the new
and existing home markets. While financing for
multi-unit projects has all but dried up, forcing
developers to rely more heavily on special
government programs such as EB-5 to obtain
funding.
The once buoyant Los Angeles market,
although less affected by new development
inventory, has seen a slew of price cuts forcing
some sellers needing to liquidate to sustain
losses from peak acquisition prices. The
world-renowned Playboy Mansion marketed at a
$US200 million ($263m) price point recently
sold for a still heart-stopping $US105m (a record
for LA but many say accounting for land value

only) to a private equity scion seeing blood in the
water.
While growth in the overall US market is
slower, pockets are experiencing continued
heavy demand. New York, a city that comprises
many divergent luxury markets in one, is an
example. Billionaire’s Row, an area
encompassing hulking towers on Manhattan’s
57th Street corridor, is experiencing a pullback
due to an oversupply of luxury product, while
the downtown market, particularly in the West
Village and Greenwich Village continues to sell
briskly and set new records. Recently, a West
Village penthouse achieved a record price of just
under $US15m with a flurry of bids, reflecting
the dearth of supply in this downtown enclave.
Another penthouse (pictured) in nearby
Greenwich Village sold for more than $US26m,
also with interest from a number of buyers. And
most recently, a five-story townhouse on a quiet
West Village Street just went to contract for over
$US27m, a new record.
The fallout from the Brexit referendum is the
number one topic within the real estate
community and the big question is whether the
increased activity from foreign sources will
result in closed deals; or are buyers just window
shopping, preparing for what may happen next,
and not yet willing to write a cheque.
It’s too early to tell but the marked increase
in foot traffic is a prerequisite for increased sales.
Stay tuned.
Dolly Lenz heads New York-based Dolly Lenz Real
Estate, and last year sold more than $US400 million
worth of luxury US homes.

Call it “Utopia” or the “One
Billion Yuan Luxury Home”. A
newly built garden home in
Suzhou, China, has just hit the
market with an asking price of 1
billion Chinese yuan, an
equivalent of $US197 million,
setting a price record in China.
“It is so far the highest
luxury listing we have in China,”
says Jim Hao, vice chair of
Beijing Sotheby’s International
Realty, which handles the
marketing of the property.
Other luxury homes that
came remotely close were
previously listed or sold for half
the price (not counting a Hong
Kong estate that was sold in
recent weeks for about
$US350m).
The Suzhou garden home,
marketed as “Taohuayuan,”
meaning “Utopia” but
translating literally to “Peach
Blossom Land,” sits on a private
island on the south shore of
Suzhou’s Dushu Lake, China’s

biggest lake by surface area. It
has a total of 32 bedrooms and
32 bathrooms, with all the
bedrooms facing south, desired
by many for optimal natural
light.
It took Sunac China about
three years to build the home. It
commissioned Xiangshanbang
Traditional Architectural and
Building Skills to handcraft all
the bricks and gardens. The
craftsmen have manifested their
artistic conception of
Taohuayuan with the essence of
East Asian gardens at its core,
and created a space worthy of
recognition in contemporary
landscaping, internationally.
And apparently, it’s worked.
“There are quite a few overseas
clients who have shown their
interests in this unique
property,” says listing agent Juan
Zhao Feng.
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